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Nike clearly made some mistakes in the past by hiring independent contractors they have no influence over.
Bowerman was an Olympian, then an Olympic coach, then head track coach at the University of Oregon from
to  Exit barriers are quite high, therefore the same players are already for a long time competing in the market.
The company headquarters will be expanding soon and will contain two additional floors. The first trend is
political find this company in a similar arena as most corporations since the topic effect the management of the
company and. While the prices are realistic given the nature of the products we offer to our consumers, at
times our consumers may not agree. The fact that we are not leaders is ultimately a weakness. They operate in
the market segments of running, walking , tennis basketball etc. Another acquisition of New Balance took
place in with PF Flyers which gave them acces to the casual market. Nike is a highly successful company,
with all competitors, like Addidas or Converse, constantly working toward being on the same plane as Nike.
Nike has remained the most consistently popular brand of athletic footwear, with the closest competition
coming from Reebok. Therefore we can conclude, that a possible new entrant must possess over a lot of
capital, patience and qualities. In general, the facilities are located further from most customers, resulting in
higher distribution costs. Steps are being taken to alleviate the problem of collecting accounts receivable in a
more timely fashion. Companies in the same market as Nike are continuously growing, putting pressure on
Nike as a company that needs to continue to grow. But Foot Locker wants to meet consumer demands. They
are also being given unnatural anti-biotics to produce quick results so they can be slaughtered more quickly
This is mainly because of the brand image, quality and with the shoes, the level of comfort. And with making
innovations in the consumer market, Nike was able to increase the market share. The Policy outlined on our
web-site has the following mission, "To lead in corporate citizenship through operations that reflect caring for
the world family of Nike, our teammates, our consumers, and those who provide services to Nike.
Opportunities Product development Coming up with innovative products can be really profitable. Customers
want more diversity in footwear, so the strategy of the companies must cater to customers demand. In this
stores, more products could be sold. Therefore Nike needs to focus more on expanding its market through its
lower priced range of products in order to maintain its lead position in the industry. We will write a custom
essay sample on Nike Company Analysis or any similar topic only for you Order Now Foot Locker was
always a great partner for Nike. Premium priced branded athlete footwear market, which exhibited resilience
at the start of the recession, has witnessed quick deterioration in business opportunities, with the number of
sports participants and enthusiasts declining. The casual market is the market with the most potential growth
according to analysts, but weak growth in equipment basketball , running etc. Compare these perspectives
across cultures involved in the organization Project Proposal : Nike Inc. Its consistently superior product has
made it the preferred brand and made the Nike family expand internationally as well, with a European, Asian
and Australian division. The shoe outlets were successful, but New Balance wanted more. Due to our ability to
quickly turnover inventory, Nike benefits from greater cash flows, reduced storage costs, and less spoilage.
Innovation has been the key to aiding Nike in securing its position as the leader in the market. October 12, 
This paper should be written in MLA format. The Air Jordan shoe line were very popular, but when Jordan
retired Nike should be ready to come up with a successor. In the U. Because of the global market, Nike can
produce on economies of scale. When the working conditions, as well as allegations of abuse and harassment
became public done by activists Nike suffered serious bad publicity. Adidas is one of those companies that
have completed this task as it prepares to fight against Nike to become the number one company in the market
for footwear and sports apparel. However, in terms of social sustainability reports, Nike was unable to qualify
in terms of its social index, because since , there were concerns expressed about the labor practices of its sub
contractors, such as low wages, forced overtime, using military to suppress protests and unsafe working
conditions.


